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1. The development of nuclear energy

The bombs at Hiroshima and Nagasaki demonstrated to the world

what a horrible weapon of mass destruction had resulted from

the discovery of nuclear fission. But is was generally hoped

that the same process could also be used for giving the world

a clean, cheap, and virtually unlimited source of peaceful

energy. Around 1950, intense work on the development of this

energy source was in full swing.

Certainly it was understood that some dangers were associated

with it; its connection with atomic weapons

was obvious, but it was believed that peaceful and military

nuclear energy could be separated. In fact, the NPT and the

organization of IAEA was an attempt to keep them separated.

Further, it was feared that radioactive substances which neces-

sarily are associated with nuclear energy would constitute

a threat to oui environment, but waste and environmental

questions were almost- never discussed at that time, so not

very much attention was paid to this. It was already then be-

lieved that these problems could easily be solved in the future.

In I960, ten years later, the future of nuclear energy looked

very promising. A number of countries had started large nuclear

programmes.
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2. The environmental movement

At the same time, but independently, another factor in the de-

velopment of society became of importance, namely a more

reserved attitude towards technical development and industria-

lization. The bright picture of science, technology, and in-

dustrialization ushering us into an era of prosperity and

happiness became tarnished when too often it appeared that

the result was an unacceptable deterioration of the environment..

This gave rise to the environmentalist movement.

In the beginning industrialists looked down upon the environ-

mentalists, and considered them to be ignorant and in parti-

cular "emotional". In the debates it was easy for the industrial

establishment to get the upper hand by focussing the discussion

on technical details, unfamiliar to the invironmentalists.

However, a new phase soon began when environmentalists began

to study the industrial processes and their complicated impact

on the environment. An increasing number of environmentalists

became at least as knowledgeable as industrialists, even down

to the details of the complicated processes. This gave another

character to the debate and transformed the grass-root move-

ment into a factor of political significance.

The official recognition of this came with the UN Conference

on Environment in Stockholm in 1972. This was of course also

an attempt to incorporate the environmentalist movement into

the establishement. However, during their fight the environ-

mentalists had become so suspicious of the establishment that

the attempt was only partially successful. The environmenta-

lists continued to have an anti-establishment attitude, which

kept the movement alive. Their influence on public acceptance

of energy policies seems still to be increasing.

3. Criticism of nuclear energy

Initially, the attitude of environmentalist towards nuclear

energy was ambiguous. The nuclear industry presented it as a

"clean" energy: no smoke, no visible water pollution. However,

an increasing criticism of nuclear energy was voiced by a.



number of competent scientists, especially biologists, and

around 1970 it became obvious to every unbiassed and knowledge-

able observer that this criticism must be taken seriously.

The environmentalists began to understand that the nuclear

energy constituted a serious threat to human ecology. The

nuclear establishment realized very early how serious the

criticism was and that an open discussion would be dangerous.

Hence it made strong and persistent efforts to suppress the

criticism and to avoid an open discussion. For example, at

the Stockholm conference 19 72 the nuclear establishment stopped

all criticism of nuclear energy and instead proclaimed nuclear

energy a saviour of mankind. It was recommended as the solution

of all the energy problems, not least in the developing coun-

tries.

Since then, however, the opposition against nuclear energy has

avalanched and is now so powerful as to be of serious concern

to the nuclear industry. In part, this is due to the way the

nuclear establishment has responded to criticism. It is pos-

sible that the Rasmussen report has been more devastating to

the credibility of the nuclear establishment than "We nearly

lost Detroit".

When the social and political consequences of nuclear energy

became obvious, a number of scientists and technologists who

worked in the nuclear establishment reacted and began to voice

criticism. Their competent and devoted contributions often

put them into a very difficult situation, but largely thanks

to their work it is now possible to evaluate nuclear energy

from an unbiased point of view.

4. The main objections

As we all know, the main objections against nuclear energy are:

A. It is necessarily associated with the production of enor-

mous quantities of radioactively poisonous substances,

and unfortunately it is far from obvious that these can

be kept under control.



B. The coupling between nuclear weapons and "peaceful" energy

is so strong, that we have to accept both or neither.

C. It is becoming difficult to support the claim that nuclear

energy is cheap.

D. There are several other and more attractive ways of solving

the energy problems.

At least in several countries the nuclear establishment has

no longer the power to suppress the development of alternative

solutions of the energy problem, or an open discussion. Hence

the nuclear industry must necessarily solve the points (A),

(B), and (C) in order to be publicly acceptable. This is a

formidable task. Even if many of us hope that it will succeed

the prospects seem not to be very favourable. The conclusion

is that nuclear technology — at least in its present form —

is obsolete and should be phased out as soon as possible.

However, we cannot exclude that a drastically different approach

to nuclear energy might be successful. If nuclear scientists

could mobilize enough initiative, competence, and social

responsibility for such a project this should of course be

allowed to compete with other solutions of the energy problem,

and should be judged in a fair and unbiased way. Such a project

belongs to a rather distant future.

Hence, the present most important energy policy problem is what

the new non-nuclear energy mix should be and to consider

whether it is publicly acceptable.

5. Money and scientific progress

A very important feature of the scientific-technological de-

velopment is seldom mentioned. The general belief is that if

politicians and industrialists pour money into a certain field

this field will develop in proportion to the amount of money

supplied. This is not correct. Money is a necessary condition

but not a sufficient condition for progress. Another, perhaps

even more important, factor is that a field must be challenging



and fascinating enough to attract brilliant people who can

use the money in a sensible way. If this condition is not

satisfied, no flood of money can produce very much progress.

From the discovery of fission up to around 19 70 nuclear energy

had challenge and glamour enough to attract brilliant scientists

and technologists. But this era has passed — probably forever.

The best young students do not go nuclear any more, and many

of those who are already in the nuclear trade switch over to

other activities if they can — and the best people usually

have this possibility. Alternative energy sources have now

taken over an increasing share of the old glamour of nuclear

energy, and there is an upsurge of new ideas on now to solve

energy problems in a non-nuclear way.

This is important because it means that as time goes it will

be increasingly difficult to solve those remaining problems

in nuclear energy which are not solved already. It is, for

instance, often claimed that reactor safety and waste disposal

problems will be more or less automatically solved with in-

creased experience. However, one should keep in mind that

these extremely sophisticated and difficult problems are now

coming in the hands of people who often do not belong to the

elite which developed the nuclear technology in the past.

In fact it was in part this elite which early discovered the

dangers of nuclear energy, and publicly opposed it — or left

it quietly.

On the other side of the coin there is a surge of new ideas

about non-nuclear energy solutions. Riding on the crest of the

environmental wave a large number of scientists and inventors

produce new ideas and develop them. We can already note that



the development of non-nuclear energy technologies is pro-

ceeding faster than expected, and probably the time scale

for the development and use of new solutions со the energy

problem should be revised downwards. As the leading nuclear

energy advocates aim at 10% nuclear energy in 1990, the poli-

tical and technical question now is whether the alter-

native energy "sources" could take care of 10% of the energy

in 1990, on condition that the R & D resources and the capital

investment which at present are channeled into nuclear energy

are switched to these energy sources.

6. The non-nuclear energy mix

As we all know, the alternative to nuclear energy consists

in a mix of a number of other energy "sources". On a short

time scale (say by 1990) these are:

a. Reduction of energy use by a change in life-style (e.g.

smaller cars, lower indoor temperature).

b. More rational and economic use of energy (e.g. better house

insulation, heat pumps, use of waste heat from power plants

for heating, more efficient industrial use) .

c. Coal. (A number of environmental problems should be solved.)

d. Solar energy for heating.

e. Oil. There is enough oil for several decades.

I think the discussion has clearly demonstrated that with a

wise and strong energy policy some of these alternatives have

a chance of replacing the 10% nuclear energy, and that a mix

of them — involving only 2% of each — could very easily do

so. Furthermore, the development of wind generators seems to

proceed well, but it will perhaps not make a large contribu-

tion until later. The same holds for biomass. Solar electric

generators and hot rock energy will perhaps require more time

before they can share the load, but each of them has such



large potentialities that with a sound energy policy there is no

risk at all that we shall be energy-starved in the future.

7. Public acceptability of the new energy mix

When from a scientific, technological, and economic point of

view a non-nuclear energy mix is clearly motivated we have

to discuss to what extent it will be publicly accepted. There

are some factors which work against a rapid and general accept-

ance.

1. A switch in energy policy will necessarily take considerable

time because of the very large scale of the enterprise and

the long time it takes to plan and build either large energy-

producing plants or a large number of small devices.

2. Whereas (b) and (d) seem to be subject to no serious objec-

tions (a) and (c) are more controversial, (a) includes changes

in habits which many people object to because it is feared

that they mean a decrease in the "standard of living", which

is not necessarily true. Objections against (c) are quite

legitimate, because the use of coal is associated with serious

disadvantages. This is to a large extent due to the fact that

mining and burning of coal employs essentially 19th century

technology which has been modernized only partially. New

methods of exploiting the energy of coal are under way, and

one may hope that this will lead to a use of coal which is

more acceptable from an environmental point of view.

Some of the new technologies are developed with consideration

for the environment already at the earliest phase. This gives

them an advantage compared with those technologies, such a<5

burning of fossile fuel, which initially were developed with

neglect of the environment and now have to be brought up to

modern standards.

3. A serious obstacle to an early acceptance of a modern energy

policy derives no doubt from the nuclear establishement. This



is understandable. The technological and industrial develop-

ment of society has always implied a replacement of new

technologies for obsolete ones. Those who have invested

enthusiasm, work or much capital in a technology which is

no longer viable are often facing a difficult and unpleasant

situation. It is natural that they react — often in an

emotional way. It is the duty of scientists, politicians and

the general public to find ways of satisfying the legitimate

interests and needs of all those for whom the transition to

the new energy mix may be a painful process.

This problem can be solved only through a friendly collabo-

ration between the pro-nuclear and the anti-nuclear factions.


